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The Strategy Gap: Leveraging Technology to Execute Winning StrategiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for The Strategy Gap    

"With a better handle on the financial pulse of the business, enterprises will be better able to meet the Street’s expectations of financial transparency and corporate accountability. The writers do a masterful job of getting readers to this point of awareness, and further display their insight...
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Enterprise-Wide Change: Superior Results Through Systems Thinking (Jossey-Bass Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
Leave piecemeal strategic change approaches behind and learn how to plan, facilitate, and integrate your change efforts for lasting success. Enterprise-Wide Change takes you through the "Rollercoaster of Change," showing you how to deal with resistance, regard skeptics as your best friends, and build a buy-in and stay-in strategy among...
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FileMaker Pro 8.5 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
FileMaker Pro 8.5 Bible provides step-by-step procedures for using virtually all FileMaker Pro features and performing all tasks. This best-selling volume has been updated to reflect Version 8.5, the latest version of FileMaker Pro workgroup database. Applicable to both the Mac and Windows versions of FileMaker Pro, this...
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Project Management with the IBM(R) Rational Unified Process(R): Lessons From The TrenchesIBM Press, 2006
The Hands-On, Start-to-Finish Guide to Managing Software Projects with the IBM® Rational Unified Process® 
 

This is the definitive guide to managing software development projects with the IBM Rational Unified Process (RUP®). Drawing on his...
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C Programming for the Absolute BeginnerCourse Technology PTR, 2007

	C is a powerful procedural-based programming language developed in 1972 by Dennis Ritchie within the halls of Bell Telephone Laboratories. The C programming language was originally developed for use with the UNIX platform and has since spread to many other systems and applications. C has influenced a number of other programming languages,...
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Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 24 Hours (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2002
Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 24 Hours, Third Edition presents the key features of SQL (Structured Query Language) in an easy to understand format with updated code examples, notes, diagrams, exercises, and quizzes.  New material covers more information on transactions, constructs, embedded databases, and object-oriented programming.  In this...
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Korn Shell Programming by ExampleQue, 2001
Korn Shell Programming by Example is a straight-forward, nuts and bolts book that will become a standard in the libraries of Unix administrators everywhere because of its real-life examples, progressive style, and lack of unnecessary fluff. Based on the Korn shell, it is an essential reference for administrators on how to program their system, and...
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Advanced C / Book and DiskSams Publishing, 1992
C has become one of the most frequently used computer languages. The first C language was developed by Dennis Ritchie at Bell Laboratories in 1972 and ran on a DEC PDP-11. The ANSI standard for C, which replaced the standard written by Kernighan and Ritchie in 1978, is only a few years old.

C’s structure is similar to PL/I (a...
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Nikon D60 Digital Field GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
See it – capture it, with your Nikon D60    

    Your 10.2 megapixel D60 is loaded with great features like fast startup, split-second shutter response, and continuous shooting ability at up to three frames per second. You'll want to take advantage of every one of these features, and this practical, portable guide...
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Relationship Economics: Transform Your Most Valuable Business Contacts Into Personal and Professional SuccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	"If a man is judged by the company he keeps, David Nour's Relationship Economics provides a systematic approach to building value in that judgment. The concepts reach well beyond networking to building lasting and productive relationships."

	—Dennis Sadlowski, President and CEO, Siemens Energy and Automation,...
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The Ultimate Guide to Graphic DesignDennis Publishing, 2010

	Design is a deeply ingrained part of the human psyche. Since the earliest days when we were painting cave walls, we have been interested in creating objects that that tell a story or simply brighten up our surroundings. The advent of the computer has brought our interest in design to a whole new level. We can now manipulate our creations as...
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Large-Scale Kernel Machines (Neural Information Processing series)MIT Press, 2007

	Pervasive and networked computers have dramatically reduced the cost of collecting and distributing large datasets. In this context, machine learning algorithms that scale poorly could simply become irrelevant. We need learning algorithms that scale linearly with the volume of the data while maintaining enough statistical efficiency to...
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